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20. Government House 

 

Government House was the first ‘grand’ public building constructed in Darwin after white 
settlement in 1869 and is symbolic of the Territory’s constitutional development.  

Originally known as The Residency, the house’s drawing room was constructed from 1870 
and is the oldest surviving continuously occupied built structural element in the Northern 
Territory. It demonstrates construction techniques adapted to the Darwin environment. The 
extensive scale and considered design reinforce the importance of the office of Government 
Resident or Administrator1. 

The 1879 J.G. Knight and G.R. McMinn stone building, incorporating the circa 1938 
verandah, represents the varied architectural influences that have characterized the 
Northern Territory from its inception. 

The Government House verandah served as the earliest ‘court room’ in Darwin. The building 
has associations with many significant events (e.g. cyclones, the Darwin Rebellion, World 
War II, the Petrov Affair, constitutional milestones, etc.) in the history of the Northern 
Territory. It also has close associations with many individuals who have made notable 
contributions to the history of the Northern Territory and with many dignitaries whose visits to 
the house were or have become historic occasions. 

The Government House garden, including such structural features as driveways and 
remnants of pathways and Lovers Walk, contains evidence of past patterns of landscape 
development in the Darwin environment, historically limited by the absence of reticulated 
water. 

                                                
1 While South Australia controlled the Northern Territory, the position was Government Resident. When the 
Commonwealth assumed control in 1911, it became Administrator. 
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History 
Government House is constructed of locally quarried porcellanite stone (walls) and wood 
(cypress pine) and is set in tropical gardens. 

The first Residency was completed in 1871. A second storey was added in 1874 but, being 
constructed of imported timber, it had been seriously damaged by white ant intrusion a mere 
12 months later and was removed in 1877. 

Architect John George Knight designed the second iteration in 1878. This new building, also 
referred to as ‘the house of seven gables’, was completed in 1879. Much of the work was 
done by Chinese masons and prison labour gangs. Lime used in the stone work was 
crushed, dried and burnt coral from local reefs. 

An intense cyclone on 7 January 1897 caused severe damage, ripping the roofs from two 
rooms, destroying two-thirds of the verandah and tearing the flagstaff in the carriage loop 
from its foundations. 

It was Administrator Dr John Anderson Gilruth who changed the name from the Residency to 
Government House when he was appointed in 1912. Gilruth oversaw substantial changes, 
including new bathrooms, a modernised kitchen, new servants’ block, a rebuilt tennis court 
and concrete rendering to the exposed stonework. 

Government House was the target of workers during the Darwin Rebellion of 1918 when 
hundreds of men marched in protest about allegations of corruption and maladministration 
on the part of Gilruth and some of his senior associates. They burnt an effigy of Gilruth and 
demanded his removal. Gilruth and his family were shipped out of Darwin on a naval vessel 
a few weeks later. 

Further industrial unrest occurred in 1930 when unemployed men stormed into the 
Administrator’s office at Government House, bolted the doors and imprisoned the 
Administrator, Robert Weddell. They staged a four-day sit-in outside the property boundary 
and flew a red flag from a verandah post, prompting the southern press to refer to Darwin as 
‘Little Moscow’. 

On 10 March 1937, Darwin was again subject to a destructive cyclone, which demolished 
the garage and wrecked much of the garden but left the house otherwise intact.  During 
refurbishing, a new office, intended to double as a bomb shelter, was built. 

Government House was slightly damaged during the first bombing raids on Darwin on 19 
February 1942, although the recently constructed office took a direct hit, which resulted in 
the death of Aboriginal maid Daisy Martin. 

An earth tremor resulted in several cracks to the internal walls of the house in 1950. This 
caused the roof to leak where portions of the roof abutted the walls. In addition, weaknesses 
were identified in both timber supports and roofing iron. In 1953, the Federal Government 
considered building a new Government House at Myilly Point but, on the urging of the 
Administrator FS Wise, the building was re-roofed and badly needed money was spent on 
housing for the rapidly growing post-war population. 
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On 20 April 1954, the Cold War reached Darwin when Evdokia Petrov, wife of former 
Russian diplomatic and defector Vladimir Mikhailovich Petrov, was taken from the 
unauthorised custody of Russian agents in dramatic circumstances at Darwin Airport. 
Herself a Russian diplomat, she was taken to Government House where Acting 
Administrator Reg Leydin asked whether she sought asylum. She did, and she remained in 
Australia to join her husband.2 

Surprisingly, the buildings were relatively unscathed when Cyclone Tracy struck on 
Christmas Eve in 1974. The louvres enclosing the verandahs on three sides are considered 
to have saved the building. The roof was loosened but remained intact with the exception of 
a small area over the Prince of Wales room. The recently completed Administrator’s living 
quarters were destroyed. 

In late 1975 a new apartment for the Administrator was built and a two-bay 
garage/gardener’s hut was built on the site of the former office. New staff quarters were 
added in 1977 and in 1978, new ceilings were installed in the State Rooms and Government 
House was re-roofed, retaining the seven gables design. 

Government House was entered on the Register of the National Estate in 1990 and the 
Northern Territory Heritage Register in 1996. 

Restoration of the carriage loop stonework was completed in 1998. 

Government House is open to the public on specific days of the year. For information, refer 
to the web site:  http://www.govhouse.nt.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx   

                                                
2 Bialoguski, M, The Petrov Story, 1955; 224-26. 

http://www.govhouse.nt.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx
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Additional Photographs 

 

1873 – Original Government House (timber).  
Image:  Darwin Collection, State Library of South Australia 

 

 

1895 – GJ Knight’s Government House, known as ‘the house of seven gables’ 
Image:  Darwin Collection, State Library of South Australia 
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1900. Image:  Searcy Collection, State Library of South Australia 

 

1905 – Vice-regal visit to the NT.  Back L-R: Lloyd Herbert, Mrs Herbert, Sir George Le Hunt, Aide de 
Camp, Lady Le Hunt, Mr Justice Herbert. Middle row L-R: Chin Mee Leung of Wing Cheong Sing, 
Chin Pat Mow of Yam Yan, (obscured), Fing How of Wing Wah Loong. Front row L-R: Chin Kim Kee 
of Chin Leong Hen, Charlie Yee of Kwong Lee Cheong, Bang Ben of Cheong Woo, Yuen Yet Hing of 
Yet Loong, Chin Toy of Fang Cheong Loong.  Image:  NT Library, Picture NT 
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1910 – The Gilruth family at Government House.  Image:  NT Library, Picture NT 

 

1911 – Government House on Coronation Day. 
Image:  Darwin Collection, State Library of South Australia 
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1912 – Garden party on the occasion of a Federal Parliamentary party visit. 
Image:  National Library of Australia. 

 

1918 – The Darwin Rebellion – workers protesting at Government House. 
Image:  Darwin Collection, State Library of South Australia 
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1924. Image:  Darwin Collection, State Library of South Australia. 

 

1937 – Cyclone damage to Government House. 
Image:  NT Library, Picture NT 
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1942 – Damage from a bomb that exploded between the garage and offices at Government House. 
Image:  Defence of Darwin Museum. 

 

Evdokia and Vladimir Petrov.  Image: The Conversation. 
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1978 – Roof repairs to Government House following Cyclone Tracy. 
Image:  NT Library, Picture NT 

 

2010. Image:  Dryden’s Travels 
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Further reading 
Extracted from the Australian Dictionary of Biography: 

John George Knight (1826-1892), architect and administrator, was born in London, son of 
John Knight, stone and marble merchant. He took up engineering, joined his father's firm 
and in spare time studied architecture. In February 1852 he arrived in Melbourne and after a 
week on the goldfields joined the Public Works Department. While a government inspector at 
a salary of £1200, he joined the private practice of Thomas Kemp who returned to England 
in 1855. About 1853 Knight's design for Government House won the first prize of £500 but 
was not used. He later won prizes for designs of the Melbourne ship canal and docks. In 
1856 when plans were resumed for the Houses of Parliament, the supervision was given to 
Knight and then handed to his partner, Peter Kerr. Knight was a founder of the Victorian 
Institute of Architects and its first president in 1856-61. His paper on colonial building stones, 
read to the institute in 1859, was published in Melbourne and London in 1864. At St Paul's, 
Melbourne, on 21 April 1853 he had married Alice Bertrand. 

Knight helped to organize the Victorian Exhibition of 1861 and designed a 'miniature Crystal 
Palace' to house the exhibits. Next January with his family he went to London as secretary 
for Victoria at the London International Exhibition. He won medals for his gilded pyramid 
representing the total amount of gold mined in the colony and for his collection of building 
stones. In 1864 he assembled the Victorian exhibits shown at the Dublin Exhibition. 

In March 1865 Knight was appointed lecturer in civil engineering at the University of 
Melbourne at a salary of £100 with fees. In 1866 he had charge of the Melbourne 
Intercolonial Exhibition and in 1867 organized Victoria's contribution to the Paris Exhibition. 
In 1868 he was a founder and until 1871 first manager of the Athenaeum Club in Melbourne. 
He had compiled a pamphlet on the 1862 exhibition and in 1868 a souvenir booklet on the 
Duke of Edinburgh's visit. 

In the early 1870s Knight was attracted to the Northern Territory by reports of gold. In 1873 
the South Australian government appointed him secretary and accountant to the resident, G. 
B. Scott, with extra duties as architect and supervisor of works. He sailed from Melbourne on 
2 September, but the appointment of a Victorian annoyed Adelaide politicians. In November 
1875 Knight was retrenched as supervisor of works and his salary as secretary and 
accountant was severely cut. He resigned and left for Melbourne in December, but in 
January 1876 accepted the post of goldfields warden. He returned to Port Darwin and on the 
goldfields promptly built a hospital, where he often tended sick miners himself. In April 1880 
he became clerk of the Local Court, Palmerston, and was soon made deputy sheriff, clerk of 
the licensing bench, curator of the property of convicts, registrar, accountant and official 
receiver and returning officer. In 1887 he was granted leave to act as commissioner for the 
territory at the Exhibition and in 1888 was commissioner at the Melbourne International 
Exhibition. He intended to resign in 1889 but was asked to act as government resident and 
judge. Next year he became government resident. 

Knight was a fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects, an associate of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers, and corresponding member of the Society of Arts, the Royal Dublin 
Society and the Royal Horticultural Society of London. In Palmerston he enjoyed a 'sort of 
patriarchal authority' but friends in Melbourne complained that his talents were wasted. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/kerr-peter-558
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/edinburgh-duke-of-3467
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Described as a 'very nice fellow, a real gentleman, and a jolly old chap', he was respected 
for his common sense and resource. He died at Palmerston on 10 January 1892, survived 
by three sons, two married daughters and by his wife, who was then living in London. She 
inherited most of his estate, valued at £800. 

This article was first published in hardcopy in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 5, 
(MUP), 1974. 

Web materials: 

Government House Information Handbook: 

http://www.govhouse.nt.gov.au/GovernmentHouse/Education/Documents/Handbook.pdf 

Government House website: 

http://www.govhouse.nt.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx 

Territory Stories (including Picture NT collection): 

http://www.territorystories.nt.gov.au/ 

Books: 

Bialoguski, M, The Petrov Story, 1955, Griffin Press: Australia 

Bridgman, D, Acclimatisation: architecture at the Top End of Australia, 2003, Insulation 
Solutions, Australia. 

Carment, D, Looking at Darwin’s Past: material evidence of European settlement in tropical 
Australia, 1996, NARU, Australian National University, Australia. 

Rosenzweig, Paul A, The House of Seven Gables: a history of Government House, Darwin, 
1996, Historical Society of the Northern Territory, Australia. 

 

http://www.govhouse.nt.gov.au/GovernmentHouse/Education/Documents/Handbook.pdf
http://www.govhouse.nt.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.territorystories.nt.gov.au/
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